
NV7B6799AAK/SA

• Dual Cook (flex door)

• Meat Probe

• Bespoke

• Colour: Clean Black

• Dimensions: 
(W) 595 mm  
(H) 596 mm 
(D) 570 mm

Dual Cook Steam
Enjoy oven cooking and steaming at the same time, or add 
steam to keep food moist. Dual Cook Steam™ lets you prepare 
healthy steamed dishes, while simultaneously oven cooking 
various foods with different settings. Or use Add Steam when 
roasting or baking to ensure food is both crisp and tender.

AI PRO COOKING

Food Probe
Check the internal temperature of dishes more easily and 
ensure they are cooked to suit your taste. The Food Probe 
eliminates any guesswork by clearly indicating when even 
large pieces of food have been cooked properly. And there is 
no need to waste time and heat opening the oven to check.

AI Pro Cooking
Make cooking easy, fun and shareable with professional 
results using AI Pro Cooking’s artificial intelligence (AI). You 
can remotely view inside and control the oven, and create a
time-lapse video as dishes cook. By recognizing*** ingredients 
it recommends recipes and optimises settings.

“** Available on Android and iOS devices. A Wi-Fi connection and a Samsung account are required. 
*** A dish should be placed in the centre of the oven to achieve the best recognition. The accuracy of the recognition may vary depending on the actual usage conditions, such as the type of ingredients, cleanliness of 
the cavity and the brightness of the room light. For more detailed information, please refer to the user guide enclosed with the package.”

Air Fry
Enjoy healthier fried food without a deep fryer. Air Fry combines 
a special tray with hot air circulation that envelops food. It is the 
ideal way to cook French fries, nuggets or even vegetables as it 
eliminates excess fat, but everything is still crispy and brown 
outside and juicy inside.
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